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QUESTION 1
If authentication is enabled, which statement is true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

client reports will display authenticated usernames
client reports will display both the username and IP address of the clients
client reports are not affected by authentication
client reports will display the IP address of the authentication server.

Answer: A

QUESTION 2
What is the S-Series Proxy Bypass List?
A.
B.
C.
D.

a list of proxy servers that are to be bypassed
a list of clients and destinations that will bypass the proxy in transparent mode
a list of clients and destinations that will bypass the proxy in explicit forward mode
a list of user agents exempt from authentication

Answer: B

QUESTION 3
What is "stream scanning?
A.
B.
C.
D.

scanning streaming media for malware
scanning multiple downloads at the same time
passing pieces of a download to the client while the download is being scanned
passing scanned pieces of the file between two different malware-scanning engines

Answer: C

QUESTION 4
Which S-Series CLI command can help troubleshoot WCCP?
A.
B.
C.
D.

wccp debug enable
tailproxylogs
tailaccesslogs
showswccp

Answer: B

QUESTION 5
You are helping the customer customer configure anthentication, a new asyncOS upgrade
becomes available, what should you do?
A. avoid mentioning the upgrade to the customer
B. schedule a convenient time to upgrade again, backing up the configuration before and after the
upgrade
C. contact customer support and ask them to run the upgrade for you
D. immediately show the customer how to run the CLI command upgrade
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Answer: B

QUESTION 6
Which of these provide centralized reporting for the S-Series?
A.
B.
C.
D.

M-Series appliance
sawmill for CiscoIronPort
the built-in WSA reporting infrastructure
Cisco application control engine

Answer: B

QUESTION 7
Which statement about WSA access logs that are to be processed by sawmill for cisco ironport is
true?
A.
B.
C.
D.

the default log format can be used
the fields"%XC%X n" must be appended to the default access log format
any log format can beused , but all WSAs must use the same format
any log format can be used. And different WSAs may use different formats

Answer: A
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